Communications solutions – Library

iEnvision® Library

The solution for supporting
enterprise-wide sharing of
approved scientific materials

Does this sound familiar...

If you’re feeling the burden of managing and sharing
your “approved for use” content across your organization,

 ou have outdated, or inappropriate, documents
Y
available for use across your organization via a
shared drive?

especially as your library of materials is only going to continue
to grow, be assured there is a solution to your problem!
We understand the importance of the timely, effective, and

 ou’re frustrated by the lack of control you have
Y
over who has access to these documents?

efficient management and sharing of published and other
approved scientific materials.

 ou often waste time manually uploading your
Y
approved documents into numerous other systems?

Envision Pharma Group has been providing purpose-built
solutions to support enterprise-wide sharing of approved
scientific materials since 2015. Our technology solutions are
used by 19 out of the top 20 global pharma companies every day.

Adding value to your organization
Find the latest approved
materials quickly

Appropriate, and consistent
enterprise-wide sharing of materials

Materials usage metrics

Powerful, intuitive, facet-driven
search facility

Access to materials can be given
based on role and location

Track how often a piece of material is
downloaded and by whom

Stay up-to-date on
areas of interest

Ensure currency and
appropriateness of materials

Integration with
Altmetric and Scopus

Save and share searches,
bookshelves, reading lists, and subscribe
to update notifications

Integrated workflows for approvals,
embargoes, expiries, and retirements

View and access post-publication
metrics from Altmetric and citation
counts provided by Scopus

Timely sharing of published and
other approved scientific materials

Enforce company
document compliance

Ensure best
information available

Easy to add content manually or via
automated feeds from iEnvision solutions
and third-party tools

Allows assignment of document rules
by a librarian

Focused knowledge base and repository of
medical affairs’ “approved for use” content

Library workflow
Helping your business achieve enterprise-wide
sharing of approved scientific materials
iEnvision module
or other system

Available to
other systems

System
creates record

Librarian
creates record

User favorites

Active record

User-created
bookshelf

Notifications
to user

Download archive

Shared bookshelf

Bibliography

Reading list

iEnvision – The global medical affairs platform
The rapidly evolving medical affairs functional landscape and its growing

iEnvision is an advanced software platform supporting medical affairs-led

importance within pharmaceutical companies is accompanied by an

business transformation, operational excellence, and connectivity –

increasingly complex world of stakeholder and partner interactions,

purpose-built to help strategically plan and manage medical evidence

connections, and compliance requirements.

generation, grant programs, and communication activities.

IMPROVES
EFFICIENCY

AIDS
COMPLIANCE

DELIVERS
IMPACT

• Reduce internal support and training needs

• Align processes with industry standards

• Identify gaps in evidence

• Complete processes in a timely manner

• Create auditable project records

• Achieve organizational goals

• Achieve seamless collaboration

• Maintain visibility and governance

• Align medical and communication

of both global and local activities

For further information, or to arrange a demonstration,
please contact enquiries@envisionpharmagroup.com
envisionpharmagroup.com

plans with strategy
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